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New method for mapping radial turbines exposed to pulsating flows

Zheng Liua,∗, Colin Copelanda

aPowertrain Vehicle Research Centre, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath, Bath, BA2 7AY, Somerset, United Kingdom

Abstract

In this paper, a new method for mapping radial turbines will be demonstrated and shown to be superior to the standard approach
typical to gas-stand laboratories. This is especially true in situations where the turbine is exposed to unsteady flow as is the case
in the turbocharger. In order to generate realistic pulsating flows in a laboratory environment, a pulsation generator, including a
cylinder head of three cylinders, was designed in the University of Bath.

This study demonstrated that the standard mapping approach is not able to capture the period of negative power since it is a
purely transient phenomenon. Therefore, a new approach of generating maps is suggested based on extrapolating data generated
from the unsteady measurement resulting from the pulse rig. This method is then tested by demonstrating its ability to recreate the
real pulsating behaviour and ability to predict compressor power.

In this study, turbine instantaneous power measurements were conducted under both three-cylinder mode and two-cylinder
modes. Negative turbine power was measured during the trough of a pulse, indicating that both turbine and compressor absorb
energy from the rotating inertial during that period. This study found the negative turbine work can take up approximately 15%
of turbine net work under 20 Hz pulses. This percentage is even more once one or more cylinders is deactivated. This paper
highlighted that if not considering the negative efficiency, it will result in an error shaft speed prediction, and thereby may affect the
overall performance of turbocharger even engines.

Keywords: Radial turbine, Dynamic mapping, Pulsating flow, Extrapolation methods, Turbine efficiency

1. Introduction

One dimensional (1D) gas dynamic codes are commonly
used for matching a turbocharger to an internal combustion en-
gine (ICE) due to its reduced computational cost and reason-
able accuracy. They have become an essential tool to engine
development and calibration engineers as they permit a system
level understanding an ability to study component matching and
control. In most 1D turbocharged engine models, the solution
of turbocharger performance parameters is usually based on the
turbocharger performance maps which is a look-up table gath-
ered from steady-state gas stand test. Therefore, in order to
improve the turbocharger performance predictions, providing
accurate and effective turbocharger maps to the 1D model is
paramount. Unlike a turbocharger compressor, a turbocharger
turbine is inherently subjected to pulsating flows when mounted
to an ICE due to the opening and closing of the exhaust valves,
and the reciprocating motion of pistons. The upstream gas fluc-
tuations cause the turbine to operate under a wide range of
working conditions, causing significant instantaneous variations
in turbine blade speed ratio [1–3]. However, it is well known
that the whole picture of turbine performance characteristics
under pulsating flow conditions cannot be entirely captured us-
ing conventional steady-state gas stand measurements, since
they are limited by the surge and choke of compressors.
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In order to address the limited data on the turbine, extrap-
olation techniques are employed to extend the range of maps.
Researchers of [4–6].extrapolated the map based on empirical
relationships, where the turbine mass flow parameters and ef-
ficiencies were expressed as polynomial or exponential func-
tions of the turbine expansion ratio, blade speed ratio or speed
parameters. [7–11] used partly empirical models where the tur-
bine was modelled as adiabatic nozzles of effective area fitted
with experimental data. [12, 13] used turbine mean-line mod-
els to predict the turbine efficiency, where loss terms were vali-
dated against steady-state measurement. However, those fitting
methods suffered from a limited range of data, where extreme
off-design conditions such as choking or impeller free-wheeling
cannot be captured via standard gas stand measurement. Thus,
errors are involved in the extrapolation process due to the lack
of flow physics. This paper present a novel fitting technique
to predict the swallowing capacity characteristic of the turbine
by using data directly from unsteady measurements. A mean-
line model was also developed which is able to predict the free-
wheeling behaviour of turbine, that is, during periods of nega-
tive efficiency.

The phenomenon of negative turbine efficiency was first
presented by Karamanis [14], and later confirmed by the experi-
mental study of Szymko et al. [1] and CFD study of Palfreyman
and Martinez-Botas [15]. They commented that the negative
efficiency is caused by the free-wheeling of impeller occurring
towards the end of the pulse where the pressure ratio is close
to unity. Under such circumstance, the momentum energy of
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the spinning wheel and shaft is transferred (dissipated) to the
gas thereby resulting in an isentropic power that is below the
actual power. Therefore, the negative efficiency is a physical
phenomenon that only occurs in the pulsating flow conditions
and cannot be easily captured by standard Gas-stand measure-
ments. As investigated by Szymko [1], 50% of the pulse cycle
contains negative efficiency at 20 Hz pulses, and the negative
power accounts for 4% of the available isentropic power. The
present research work found the impact of not considering the
role of negative energy would result in an error in the prediction
of compressor power of up to 7.9%.

Only few paper mentioned the implement of turbine un-
steady map on engine performance study. Pesiridis et al. [16]
construct an equivalent turbine unsteady map based on cycle av-
eraging the unsteady data collected from experiment. However,
this may not be a practical way since it requires a very large
library of unsteady testing data to build the map. Chiong et al.
[17] produced a cycle-averaged turbine unsteady map by inte-
grating a 1D volute model with a mean-line rotor model. They
found the cycle-averaged turbine map is not far from quasi-
steady assumption. However, another drawback of using cycle-
averaged approaches is that the valuable turbine performance
data at off-design regions will be eliminated due to average.

Extensive studies [18–28, 12] were carried out to under-
stand the unsteady behaviour of turbine. As noted by many
researchers, a clear sign of the turbine behaviour under pulsat-
ing flow conditions is turbine characteristic map forming a hys-
teresis loop, indicating the unbalance of mass or energy during
its operation. There is a general agreement that the unsteady
behaviour of a turbine results from the internal volumes of the
turbine, and the largest contribution comes from the volute, and
the rotor itself is deemed to operate in a broadly quasi-steady
manner [2, 23, 27, 28, 12, 29]. To quantify the intensity of un-
steadiness of a turbine subjecting to pulsating flows, researchers
of [23, 24] used strouhal number (St) as an indicator; Szymko et
al. [1] presented modified strouhal number (MSt), where the St
was corrected by the fraction of effective pulse length over the
entire pulse length. Copeland et al. [27] introduced a Λ crite-
rion, as found in EQ. 1 where the strouhal number was modified
by taking the pulse amplitude effects into account. where A, f ,
L, P, v, and γ are the pulse amplitude, pulse frequency, domain
characteristic length, mean turbine inlet pressure, averaged flow
velocity across the turbine stage, and specific heat ratio respec-
tively.

Λ = Π · St =
2A

γP
·

f L
v

(1)

Cao et al. [28] argued that the quasi-steady assumption of
the rotor only valid under cycle-averaged basis, and the inten-
sity of turbine unsteadiness is varying instantaneously and de-
pended on the pulse form. Cao et al.[28] proposed |ε (t)| βlocal (t)
criterion, as shown in EQ. 2. Where t f is the time of fluid par-
ticle travelling through the domain, and ∆t is the data sampling
time. Interestingly, it could derive Λ parameter by time aver-
aging the |ε (t)| βlocal (t) over a pulse. As [28] suggested, if this

parameter is smaller than 0.07, the turbine is deemed to operate
in a quasi-steady manner.

|ε (t)| βlocal (t) =
|∆P (t)|

P

t f

∆t
(2)

Based on those criterion, it could found that a practical way
to reduce the measured turbine unsteadiness is to reduce the
characteristic length of what is considered to be the turbine
stage. A short route can simply be created by putting the in-
let measurement section closer to the rotor.

In summary, while there has been considerable effort by
other authors to understand the nature of flow unsteadiness in
the turbine, there are limited usable proposals that aim to map
the true unsteady performance in a way that is useful to engine
modellers. Thus, this paper aims to propose a new method of
measuring turbine performance in a gas stand that is able to
represent the true unsteady nature when exposed to flow pulses.
This is particularly important since the widely accepted turbine
mapping technique is unable to account for periods of negative
turbine work.

The structure of the paper is as follows:
• Section 2 will detail the experimental methodology in-

cluding the details of gathering data from a mixed-flow
turbine using a bespoke pulsating generator. It will also
briefly touch on the CFD modelling utilized to comple-
ment this data set and help in demonstrating the role of
the quasi-steady criterion.

• Section 3 will display and discuss the experimental data
set used to quantify the unsteady performance of the tur-
bine. The unsteady criterion is used as a method to down-
select the data that is then fed into the maps in the next
section.

• Section 4 will demonstrate map-fitting techniques using
physics-based models of the turbine swallowing capacity
and efficiency.

• summarises the overall unsteady mapping technique from
data gathering and processing to final performance map
generation.

• Finally, section 6 selects a number of cases studies and
demonstrates the influence of the new methodology on
the turbocharger performance prediction.

The most significant outcome of the work is the proposal
for a new method of mapping the turbine performance that uses
the pulse itself, thereby creating a single speed line using one
dynamic measurement over a pulse cycle. This, to the authors
knowledge, is a completely unique approach.

2. Methodologies

2.1. Experimental apparatus

Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic view of the turbocharger
test facilities in the University of Bath. Air supplied to the test
cell is compressed externally via two Ingersoll Rand compres-
sors, providing a maximum pressure of 8 bar and 0.7 kg/s mass
flow rate. A ball valve (Kinetrol) and a butterfly valve control
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the pressure and mass flow level upstream the pulse generator.
Two electrical heaters in parallel, where each can deliver up to
44 kW and typically heat air up to 750 ◦C. The heated air then
passes through the pulse rig inlet manifold, inlet valves, cylin-
der, and exhaust valves, producing pulsating flow at the turbine
inlet. The air outlet of the turbine is recycled by joining the flow
with fresh air prior to the heater in order to reduce the electric-
ity consumption. Two data acquisition systems Sierra CP and
Dewetron Soft were used to performing slow measurement (40
Hz) and fast measurement (up to 100 kHz) respectively. In this
study, the measuring frequency of the fast data acquisition sys-
tem was set as 10 kHz. A trigger signal can simultaneously
send to both systems to start or end the data recording, thereby
ensuring data capturing is always synchronised.

As in most gas stands, the compressor was used as the load-
ing device of the turbine as this has particular advantages in
creating maps that include mechanical friction. That is, the tur-
bine actual power was calculated using the compressor power
plus the dynamic power deduced from the torque of the shaft, as
shown in EQ. 3. Note that this approach includes the mechan-
ical efficiency as shown, as is standard practice in gas-stand
mapping. This approach is very helpful in 1D simulation codes
since no explicit map of mechanical loss is needed since it is
already contained in the turbine efficiency map. Where this dif-
fers from the standard approach is that EQ. 3 includes the un-
steady mechanical loss and therefore take into account changes
in thrust force over a pulse, for example, where the steady-state
mapping approach cannot. As suggested by Serrano et al. [30]
and gonzalez et al. [31], instantaneous turbocharger mechan-
ical loss is critical in engine simulation work. When turbine
subjects to high amplitude pulsating flows, the mechanical loss
is far from constant even at steady engine simulation. There-
fore, the proposed mapping method reduces the mechanical loss
correction process, and offers an elevated chance to produce a
turbine map that matching better to an ICE.

Ẇt(t)actualη(t)mech = Ẇc +

(
2π
60

)2

ItcNtc
dNtc

dt
(3)

where:

η(t)mech =
Ẇc(t)
Ẇt(t)

Fig. 2 shows the cutaway view the pulsation flow gener-
ator with the key constituting parts. The pulsation generator
was designed based on a cylinder head of 3 cylinders. Different
from an engine, the pulse rig reduces its complexity by remov-
ing the crankshaft and pistons, since the air has already been
compressed via the external compressor. The pulse is gener-
ated by the opening and closing the intake and exhaust valves,
driven by a 22 kW variable speed electric motor. Due to the
absence of compression and expansion stroke of the pulse rig,
three pulses are generated by only one revolution of the motor
shaft. Therefore, the corresponding engine speed can be easily
obtained by multiplying the electric motor speed by two. The
cam timing of the pulse rig can be adjusted through the cam

phasers if needed, providing the flexibility of varying the pulse
amplitude. Stainless steel cylinders maintain the thermal en-
ergy and enclose the plug which can be positioned to vary the
swept volume. To enable the testing at high turbine speed and
prevent the air condensing at the turbine outlet, the cooling sys-
tem was employed on the deck plate. Cylinder deactivation is
achieved by blocking flow through one of the cylinders using a
blank plate at inlet manifold. It also referred as 2 cylinder mode
in this paper, since the effective flow only thorough two cylin-
ders. Those design characters enable the pulsation generator
to reproduce engine like environment and offer the possibilities
to study effects of pulse frequency, pulse amplitude, and cylin-
der deactivation effects on turbine performance. In this study,
the plugs in the cylinder were set to a position where the total
volume of 1.73 litre was used.

Instantaneous turbocharger speed measurement - An eddy
current micro epsilon DZ135 speed sensor, with a full scale
output (FSO) resolution of ±0.22%, mounted close to the com-
pressor wheel in order to detect the turbocharger speed. A coil
is placed inside the tip of speed sensor, and is supplied by a
high frequency alternating current, thereby generating electro-
magnetic field. Whenever the rotor tip passing by the sensor
tip, eddy currents will be energized, and be detected by the
sensor. Considering the number of blades, the instantaneous
turbocharger speed can be estimated by measuring the time in-
terval between two subsequent eddy pulses.

Instantaneous pressure measurement - Water cooled Piezo-
Resistive Kistler sensor 4049B10DS1 and 4049A5S, with the
FSO resolution of ±0.08%, were used to measure the turbine
instantaneous inlet and outlet static pressure respectively. Note
that the location of turbine outlet pressure sensor is opposite to
the thermocouple in the middle of the cone connected with the
turbine outlet. In order to reduce the filling and emptying ef-
fects due to the volume of the volute, the turbine inlet pressure
sensor was set to close to the tongue.

Instantaneous temperature measurement - Bespoke ther-
mocouples, were designed in order to measure the instanta-
neous temperature intermediate to the turbine inlet and outlet.
A stainless steel pipe with ceramic adhesive fixes the thermo-
couple in place and supports it physically. Tip diameter of 13
µm and 25 µm thermocouples were tested under pulsating flow
conditions at an average temperature of 400 K (see Fig. 4), and
compared with the temperature derived from the adiabatic as-
sumption of pressure (EQ. 4). Clearly, the 13 µm thermocouple
responses faster due to a better heat transfer characteristics of
smaller tip diameter. Therefore, thermocouples of 13 µm were
used in this study.

Ts,inst = Tmean

[
Ps,inst

Pmean

] (γ−1)
γ

(4)

Ẇt(t)isen = ṁ(t)cpT01(t)

1 − (
P4(t)
P01(t)

) γ−1
γ

 (5)

Based on the measurement of instantaneous pressure and
temperature, the turbine isentropic power was calculated by us-
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Fig. 1: schematic view of the pulsation flow generator experimental setup

Fig. 2: Cutaway view of the pulsation flow generator

ing EQ. 5. It should be noted that it requires instantaneous mass
flow to finish the calculation. This will be discussed in the next
section, where instantaneous mass flow was obtained from a
CFD validated 1D model. During the data gathering process,
physical low pass filters, designed with specific resistors and
capacitors, were connected to pressure and temperature mea-
surement channels to filter the high frequency noises. With the
exception of the speed signal, which will be discussed in section
3.3, the rest signals were not processed by any digital filters.

Instantaneous mass flow rate prediction - Due to lack
of fast mass flow measurement devices in the pulsating flow
study, the 1D gas dynamic code GT-Power was used to obtain
the instantaneous mass flow rate on the turbine side. GT-Power
solves the conservation equations (mass, momentum and en-

Fig. 3: Locations of Sensors

ergy) using the finite volume method, where the flow domains
are spatially divided into many small domains connected by
boundaries [6]. Fifth order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme was
used to solve the governing equations due to its robustness in
capturing wave advections [6].
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Fig. 4: Instantaneous temperature comparison at turbine inlet

2.2. Introduction of CFD model

The CFD analysis carried out in this study were performed
using commercial code ANSYS CFX 17.1. As shown in Fig.
5, The CFD domain consists of three sub-domains, a single
entry volute, a single passage rotor, and an exit duct with an
extra length of 150 mm to damp the rotor exit unsteady flow.
Time-varying total pressure and total temperature, taken from
experimental measurements, were specified at the inlet bound-
ary. Constant atmospheric static pressure was imposed at the
outlet boundary. Instantaneous time depended rotational speed
is set for the turbine wheel during the simulation to restore what
is really happening during the experiment.

Fig. 5: Rotor and volute domain in CFX

From the mesh density study of the steady-state CFD sim-
ulation, it is found that the mesh independence is achieved by
using 112.9K structured hexahedral cells per rotor passage. The
rotor-stator interface was treated as frozen rotor, where rotor
and stator kept at the same relative position during the sim-

ulation. To account for Coriolis and centrifugal effects [32],
flow in the moving cell zone is solved using the moving ref-
erence frame (MRF) equations. This approach is less compu-
tational expensive than the sliding mesh (SM) technique, since
there are no interface motions between the rotor and turbine
housing. Using frozen rotor approach to model the turbine be-
haviour was firstly adopted by Lam et al. [33]. Galindo et al.
[2] compared the turbine steady state flow results between MRF
and SM. They found the difference is low when the turbine is
working close to the design conditions, but is large at offdesign
points. Hellstrm [34] mentioned of SM technique is better than
MRF technique because it could account for the viscous losses
at the rotor-stator interface and capture the blade passage ef-
fects. Nevertheless, Hellstrm [34] added that MRF technique
is still applicable in unsteady simulations if the pulse frequen-
cies are much lower than the blade passage frequencies. [32],
suggested that the MRF is applicable if the system meets quasi-
steady conditions. There are two major reasons this study used
MRF technique to model the rotor-stator interface, listed as fol-
lows,
• Testing points, as listed in Table. 1, are close to the quasi-

steady behaviour, indicated by the low strouhal number
and lambda number, meaning the transient rotor-stator
effects may not be significant.

• The purpose of CFD model is to validate the hypothesis
that putting the measurement section close to the impeller
is one way to obtain the quasi-steady rotor performance
under unsteady condition. Thus, using a full-rotor, slid-
ing mesh model is not necessary to study this question.

Viscous total energy solver was used to solve enthalpy trans-
port equations, enabling the solver to account kinetic energy
effects (compressible flows), since they are important in turbo-
machinery simulations. k−ω shear stress transport (SST) turbu-
lence model [35] was used to solve the Reynolds stress tensors
in the Navier-Stokes equations. All wall boundaries including
the blade surfaces were treated as nonslip boundary conditions.
A computational time step of 5e-6 s was employed, correspond-
ing to 2.7◦ rotor rotation per time step. According to Kreuz-Ihli
et al. [36], the solver can still reproduce the flow filed that has
good agreement with the experiment by using 5◦ rotor rotation
per time step. The solver was set to perform the maximum of
10 coefficient loops per time step, targeting at the maximum
equation residuals smaller than 1e-5.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison of mass flow rate between
CFD and 1D model at the volute inlet section of Case No. 1.
1D results showed good agreement with CFD, and the mass
flow difference between 1D and CFD is 1.63% on the cycle-
averaged basis. It is therefore concluded that for the study pre-
sented here, the unsteady mass flow taken from the 1D simula-
tions is sufficient for our purposes.

3. Experimental results and interpretation

This section has assessed both turbine cycle-averaged un-
steadiness and turbine instantaneous unsteadiness under two
and three cylinder mode. The hypothesis that the quasi-steady
data can be obtained during the emptying stage of a pulse has
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Table 1: Cycle-averaged Test conditions

Case No. f [Hz] Nmotor [krpm] Nt,ave [krpm] Nt,reduced [rpm · K0.5] Utip/Cisen Π St Λ

3 cylinder mode
1 19.7 394.15 90.1 4583.84 0.5 1.299 0.063 0.082
2 37.6 752 90.7 4672.99 0.543 0.946 0.103 0.097
3 50 1000 90.7 4594.42 0.546 0.717 0.132 0.095
4 50 1000 141.7 6407.31 0.6 1.035 0.093 0.097
5 57.5 1150 90.7 4549.69 0.552 0.658 0.147 0.097
6 57.5 1150 142 6278.19 0.593 0.953 0.104 0.099

2 cylinder mode
7 47.6 1000 91.6 4736.97 0.53 0.987 0.113 0.112
8 46.3 1000 121.6 6279.78 0.612 1.26 0.096 0.121
9 54.5 1150 91 4642.51 0.534 0.88 0.129 0.113

10 53.5 1150 90.2 4605.47 0.547 0.839 0.133 0.111
11 53.3 1150 119.7 6008.26 0.6 1.14 0.108 0.123
12 25.8 500 94.8 5116.4 0.534 1.315 0.065 0.085
13 36.5 1230 91.5 4766.88 0.5 1.103 0.11 0.121

Fig. 6: Mass flow comparison between CFD model and 1D model

been tested by temporal local criterion [28] and CFD results.
This section has also discussed the phase shift method for cal-
culating turbine instantaneous efficiencies.

3.1. Turbine cycle-averaged unsteadiness

Table. 1 listed the test matrix of the experiment, including
the pulse frequency, motor speed, turbine mean speed, velocity
ratio, normalized amplitude, strouhal number and lambda num-
ber. Lambda criterion proposed by Copeland et al. [27] was
used to assess the cycle-averaged turbine unsteadiness. Energy-
weighted mean velocity ratio, which is calculated as per EQ. 6,
is used to assess the turbine loading conditions, where a smaller
value is corresponding to a higher turbine loading.

Fig. 7 shows the pulse comparison between case 5 and case
10, where they have similar engine speeds and blade speed ra-
tios. During cylinder deactivation, because the effective flow is
only through two cylinders, the pulse frequency has to be mod-
ified to account for the missing pulse. This was achieved by di-
viding the motor frequency by the effective pulse fraction ϕ, as
per EQ. 7, and then multiply by 2 because each effective pulse
period contains two sub-pulses. The rest parameters in Table. 1

are adjusted accordingly, only taking the effective pulses period
into account.

BSR =
Utip

Cisen
=

TT∫
0

[ Utip

Cisen
× Ẇisen(t)

]
dt

TT∫
0

Ẇisen(t)dt

(6)

fmodi f ied =
2 fpulse−rig

ϕ
(7)

Fig. 7: Pulse comparison between three cylinder mode and two cylinder mode

Fig. 8 shows the turbine unsteadiness assessment based on
the lambda criterion. Despite two low pulse frequency cases
(No. 1 and No. 12), a general trend was found that the turbine
unsteadiness of two cylinder mode is higher than three cylinder
mode and the averaged unsteadiness of pulsating flow is 0.1.
As suggested by Copeland et al. [27], this indicates the turbine
is working close to quasi-steady assumption when it subjects to
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the pulsating flow generated by the bespoke pulsation generator.
In addition, the pulse amplitude is inversely proportional to the
pulse frequency, and as a consequence, turbine unsteadiness as-
sessed by lambda criterion maintained at the same level in both
pulse-rig operating mode. The small lambda number also indi-
cates that putting the measurement section closer to the rotor is
an effective way to reduce the turbine unsteadiness.

Fig. 8: Assessment of turbine averaged cycle-averaged unsteadiness

3.2. Data filtering based on unsteadiness criterion

Fig. 9 shows the measurement of turbine inlet instantaneous
pressure and the assessment of turbine instantaneous unsteadi-
ness over a pulse, estimated by EQ. 2. The data of plots were
taken from case No.1 and No.2 where the turbine was working
at a similar mean speed but subject to different pulse frequen-
cies. It is clear that during the increasing stage of a pulse, it
results in a higher peak of |ε (t)| βlocal (t) number, indicating the
unsteady behaviour dominates during that period. Whereas at
the decreasing stage of a pulse, the magnitude of |ε (t)| βlocal (t)
is much lower, meaning the quasi-steady behaviour dominates.
To obtain the quasi-steady turbine behaviour over a pulse, ex-
perimental data (black scatters in the plots) of |ε (t)| βlocal (t)
< 0.1 was selected as a basis for the extrapolation of turbine
unsteady maps. This is an important feature in the proposed
method for generating true unsteady maps, namely, to select
the unsteady data where quasi-steadiness can be assumed.

To test that hypothesis that the decreasing pulse part is closer
to quasi-steady behaviour, Fig. 10 compares the turbine swal-
lowing capacities (based on CFD simulation, corresponding to
case No.1), calculated by using the data from different sections.
It is clear that the hysteresis loop is about to collapse into the
quasi-steady data if the measurement section is selected close
to the rotor. Fig. 11 illustrates the absolute difference of mass
flow parameter between CFD unsteady-data and CFD steady-
state data during the pressure decreasing stage (also known as
emptying stage) of the pulse. It could find that turbine swallow-
ing capacity at experiment measurement section is quite close
the data taken from rotor inlet section. Thus, from the instan-
taneous unsteadiness assessment and CFD simulation, it can be
confirmed that it is feasible to use the quasi-steady data from the

(a) 50 Hz pulses

(b) 20 Hz pulses

Fig. 9: Turbine inlet instantaneous pressure and turbine instantaneous unsteadi-
ness subjected to pulse frequency (a) 50 Hz (b) 20 Hz

decreasing stage of a pulse to obtain the equivalent steady-state
turbine swallowing capacity performance.

Fig. 10: Turbine swallowing capacities at different sections from CFD simula-
tion
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Fig. 11: Mass flow difference during the emptying stage of the pulse compared
with CFD steady-state data

3.3. Turbine efficiency calculation

By definition, it is required to have both isentropic power
(EQ. 5) and actual power (EQ. 3) to calculate the turbine isen-
tropic efficiency, as per EQ. 8. It is convenient to measure
turbine inlet quantities (mass flow, pressure, and temperature)
prior to the volute entrance to calculate the isentropic power.
However, the turbine actual power is calculated by the shaft
torque derived by the shaft speed. Therefore, the measured inlet
flow quantities are not the actual flow quantities that really ro-
tate the impeller, due to the spatial difference between measure-
ment section and rotor blade. As a consequence, it is required
to assess the finite amount of time to align these components in
a common time frame.

ηt(t) =
Ẇt(t)actual

Ẇt(t)isen
(8)

Over the years, different phase-shift techniques were uti-
lized by different researchers. These techniques can be clas-
sified into three categories. The first approach is to time shift
based on gas travel time using bulk flow velocity, used by Win-
terbone et al. [37] and Baines et al. [38]. The second is to make
the phase-shift adjustment based on sonic velocity, utilized by
Dale and Watson [39] and Karamanis [14]. The third is based
on the sum of sonic velocity and bulk flow velocity suggested
by Rajoo and Martinez-Botas [26] and Szymko et al. [1]. To
figure out which method is more applicable to the current sit-
uation, Fig. 12 shows the actual power and isentropic power
at different sections. Cross-correlation method [40] was used
in order to find the finite time difference between measurement
section and rotor inlet section. Based on the calculation, the
time lag is 0.26ms. The flow path length between measurement
section and equivalent rotor inlet section (here use 180 volute
circumstance) is approximately 95mm. As a consequence, the
targeting velocity for phase shifting is approximately 365.4m/s,
whilst the sonic velocity is 401.46 m/s in this case. Despite the
difference between those velocities, sonic velocity criterion is

the closest to the targeting velocity, and was therefore used in
the efficiency computations performed in this paper.

Fig. 12: Power phasing at different sections

For the efficiency calculation, the speed measurement is es-
pecially important, since the actual power calculation required
the multiplication of torque and speed, and the torque term is
also derived from speed. This means that any noise from the
measured speed signal will amplify the errors of power calcu-
lation. In order to minimize these, it is common to use low
pass filters. However, it is easy for the filter to remove some
necessary parts of the signal, such as speed fluctuations due to
secondary pulses, since signal filtering is a purely mathematical
process without physics. To preserve useful information of the
data as well as reduce the noises of signal, the data was first
smoothed by ensemble averaging followed by Savitzky-Golay
(S-G) finite impulse response (FIR) filtering [41]. The major
advantage of S-G FIR filter is that it has zero phase shift so that
features of the signal are not shifted [42]. As shown in Fig.
13, the noise has been much reduced after ensemble averaging
for 40 continuous pulses, and the S-G filter produced a cleaner
signal afterward.

Fig. 13: Power phasing at different sections

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of power and efficiency re-
sults between simulations and experimental results. It should be
noted that the results from the 1D simulation are taken from the
model at the same location as the experiment, which is corre-
sponding to the measurement section as shown in Fig. 3. From
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the experimental results, at the pulse frequency of 20 Hz, ap-
proximately 50% of the time period during a pulse results in
negative turbine efficiency which has a similar find as the study
in [1]. However, since turbine actual power in the 1D model is
calculated based on the GT-Power extrapolated turbine steady-
state performance maps that cannot include any negative effi-
ciencies, this created an non-physical efficiency curve in the low
load region. Therefore, the shaft speed and compressor loading
predictions be inevitable affected.

Fig. 14: Power and efficiency comparison between experiment and 1D simula-
tion

4. Turbine map extrapolation techniques

4.1. Turbine swallowing capacity map extrapolation
Turbine swallowing capacity characteristics determined the

how quickly the turbine is able to process incoming gases at a
certain expansion ratio and turbine speed. The proposed extrap-
olation model is based on the isentropic nozzle concept, where
turbine mass flow was extrapolated by assuming compressible
flow across a single orifice. This concept was first proposed by
Watson and Janota [20], and many authors have posed different
modified versions which fit the experimental results. However,
the single nozzle approximation lead turbine choking at low ex-
pansion ratio, which did not provide successful results for radial
turbines. To overcome this, Payri et al. [43] used a twin noz-
zle in series to represent the turbine, where one for the stator
vanes and the second for the rotor passages. This study simpli-
fies this process by using a single nozzle model but introduced a
heat capacity ratio multiplier k3, as per EQ. 12. As a result, the
choking conditions can be easily modified since the critical ex-
pansion ratio is mainly affected by heat capacity ratio. The heat
capacity ratio in EQ. 9-11 has to be replaced by the new value
accordingly. Fitting parameters k1 and k2 determined the mag-
nitude of extrapolation curve and the turbine expansion ratio at
zero mass flow respectively.

ṁT = k1 · ER ·


√

2γ′

γ′ − 1


(

1
ER

) 2
γ′

−

(
1

ER

) γ′+1
γ′

 + k2

 i f ER < Pcrit (9)

ṁT = k1 · ER ·


√

2γ′

γ′ − 1


(

1
Pcrit

) 2
γ′

−

(
1

Pcrit

) γ′+1
γ′

 + k2

 i f ER < Pcrit (10)

Table 2: List of fitting parameters for steady-state turbine map extrapolations

Parameters k1,a k1,b k2,a k3,a k3,b

Value 0.505 0.09 -0.01 3.3 0.48

Pcrit =
2

γ′ + 1

γ′

1−γ′

(11)

γ′ = k3 · γ (12)

k1 = k1,a + k1,b

(
SP

min(SP)
− 1

)
(13)

k2 = k2,a

(
SP

min(SP)
− 1

)
(14)

k3 = k3,a + k3,b

(
SP

min(SP)
− 1

)
(15)

As [7, 10, 11] noted, turbine effectively is a noozle that ex-
pands gases, but this expansion is modified by the speed of ro-
tation (by varying the centrifugal head). Therefore, fitting pa-
rameters k1, k2, and k3 have beed determined by linear variation
with turbine reduced speed, as per EQ. 13-15. To obtain these
fitting coefficients, trust region least square algorithm was used
to fit the model. Table. 2 listed values of fitting parameters used
for the steady-state turbine map extrapolation.

Fig. 15 shows the result of the extrapolated steady-state
map. The proposed model showed a good extrapolation quality,
where the extrapolation error was controlled within 2% com-
pared to experimental data, as shown in Fig. 16.

This model was then used for extrapolating turbine unsteady
performance data. Fig. 17 shows the unsteady turbine mapping
at three different turbine speeds under 50 Hz frequency pulses,
and its extrapolated curves. The points in the plot correspond
to the data extracted from the quasi-steady region of the pulse.
Please refer to the black dots in Fig. 9, calculated by using
the temporal local criterion proposed by Cao et al. [28]. It
can be found that using the pulsating flow for turbine mapping
will generate a much larger range of data than the state-state
conditions. However, some unsteady tendencies, such as small
mass flow fluctuations, are still noticeable which may violate
the quasi-steady assumption. Therefore, perhaps it is not sur-
prising from that from Fig. 18, it is evident that the deviation
from the extrapolated curves are generally larger when using
the unsteady data. This could also be attributed to the speed
variations during the unsteady turbine mapping. The fluctuat-
ing turbine speed could reach to a maximum amplitude of ap-
proximately 1500rpm, representing approximately 1.5% to 2%
of the overall speed magnitude. Thus, the extrapolated curve
represents swallowing capacity of the mean speed over a pulse.
Nevertheless, despite these drawbacks, what it clear is that the
unsteady pulse can be used to generate a much broader range of
data available to create more reliable maps.
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Fig. 15: Steady-state turbine map measurement and extrapolations

Fig. 16: Error analysis of proposed extrapolation model steady-state

Fig. 17: Unsteady turbine map measurement and extrapolations

Fig. 18: Error analysis of proposed extrapolation model unsteady

4.2. Turbine efficiency map extrapolation

A mean-line loss model was developed for simulating the
unsteady performance of a vaneless mixed flow turbine. Mean-
line model calculates the turbine performance as if there is a
mean streamline of gas flowing through a turbine. In this pre-
sented model, the turbine is divided into three stations: volute
inlet station, rotor inlet station, and rotor exit station as shown
in Fig. 19. The velocity components of flow are calculated at
each station with imposing loss equations. Fig. 20 shows the
model flowchart for mean-line model calculation. The mean-
line model requires the user to enter the turbine operating con-
ditions i.e. turbine inlet stagnation temperature/pressure and
turbine rotational speed. Geometry parameters listed in Fig.
20 are required for estimating velocity triangles and enthalpy
losses. Turbine exists static pressure is assumed to be a con-
stant of 98 kPa. The turbine inlet mass flow rate is deduced
from the nozzle model as mentioned in the previous section

(a) (b)

Fig. 19: (a) Nozzleless mixed flow turbine layout; (b) inlet/exit velocity trian-
gles

Stator
Eq. 16-19 listed the major equations that are employed for

the calculation of flow parameters in the stator region. The
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Fig. 20: Calculation procedure of mean-line model

stagnation pressure loss coefficient KPL, given by EQ. 16, de-
scribe the drop of available stagnation pressure as flow passing
through the volute due to wall frictions or bends. A typical
value for this coefficient is between 0.1 and 0.3 [44]. For this
study, 0.2 was found to fit this turbine. Since this study utilized
a nozzleless turbine, the approximation of absolute flow angle
at the rotor inlet can be calculated as per EQ. 17. This equa-
tion is derived from the free vortex equation, and corrected by
a swirl coefficient S . The swirl coefficient, defined in EQ. 18,
describes the angular momentum loss due to the friction exist-
ing between the volute wall and flow. A typical value for swirl
coefficient is in a range between 0.85 and 0.95, and 0.9 was
used in the model. The blockage factor B (as shown in EQ.
19), came from boundary layer growth and secondary flows,
and this factor is in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 [45]. For the cur-
rent mean-line model, the blockage factor of 0.1 was found to
fit this turbine. It should be noted that the volute wall is as-
sumed to be adiabatic. Thus, no heat loss is considered along
the volute, deriving T01 = T02.

KPL =
P01 − P02

P02 − P2
(16)

tanα2 =
1
S
·
ρ2A2r1

ρ1A1r2
(17)

S =
C1r1

Cθ2r2
(18)

ṁ2 = ρ2A2Cm2(1 − B) (19)

Rotor

To calculate the velocity triangles at the mean streamline
of the rotor, the root mean square (RMS) averaged radius at
the mixed-flow turbine inlet/exit should be first calculated us-
ing EQ. 20. The isentropic enthalpy drop of the stage is cal-
culated using EQ. 21, where Cisen is the isentropic velocity or
spouting velocity that is defined as the velocity that would be
attained with an isentropic expansion across the pressure ratio.
The actual enthalpy drop of the stage is calculated by subtract-
ing the total losses from isentropic enthalpy. The losses in the
rotor are main categories as passage, incidence, disk friction,
and clearance loss, which are calculated using empirical equa-
tions outlined in [45]. The actual enthalpy is then utilized to
achieve Cθ3 using the Euler turbomachinery equation.

As shown in Fig. 20, two continuity loops are employed at
turbine inlet and exit to ensure that the mass conservation law is
satisfied at both stations. In this model, the mass conservation
is deemed to be achieved if the density change (the difference
between current iteration and previous iteration) is smaller than
1e-6. Since the losses are mainly depended on the turbine exit
flow conditions (velocity triangle at turbine inlet is almost fixed
for an operating point), and turbine exit flow is also influenced
by the losses. Therefore, this process can be solved iteratively.
An initial guess of efficiency is first used to estimate the exit
velocity triangles, followed by the losses calculation based on
velocity triangles. The turbine efficiency for the next iteration is
then calculated as per EQ. 24. This procedure is repeated until
defined convergence criteria are satisfied, where the efficiency
residual is less than 1e-7. However, it is found that the model is
difficult to converge observed by the large fluctuations of resid-
uals. Therefore, an under-relaxation factor of 0.1 is used as per
EQ. 25 to stabilize the iteration process, where the subscript ∗

stands for the value of previous iteration.

rRMS =

√
r2

s + r2
h

2
(20)

∆Hisen =
C2

isen

2
(21)

Cisen =

√
2cpT02

[
1 − (P3/P02)(γ−1)/γ] (22)

∆Hactual = ∆Hisen −
∑

L = U2Cθ2 − U3Cθ3 (23)

ηt =
∆Hisen −

∑
L

∆Hisen
(24)

ηiter
t =

∆Hisen − [
∑

L∗ + Krelax (
∑

L −
∑

L∗)]
∆Hisen

(25)

ηt =
∆Hactual

∆Hactual +
∑

L
(26)
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The main difference of the proposed mean-line code against
other authors [45, 13, 44] is the way that efficiency is calculated.
Most authors used actual enthalpy as a basis to estimate the ef-
ficiency, as per EQ. 26. However, this would limit the turbine
efficiency not bellowing zero to always result in a positive num-
ber. Therefore, the proposed model uses isentropic enthalpy as
a basis to calculate the efficiency, as per EQ. 24, and takes into
account the fact that losses can exceed the isentropic enthalpy,
thereby producing negative efficiency.

Fig. 21 shows the turbine instantaneous efficiency measure-
ment under pulse frequencies of 20 Hz and 50 Hz. Both 20 Hz
and 50 Hz cases exhibit hysteresis loops. Although the turbine
instantaneous efficiency at 50 Hz forms a much larger hystere-
sis loop than the 20 Hz case, they have similar magnitude data
near the quasi-steady region, which is assessed by |ε (t)| βlocal (t)
criterion as you would expect. It is also clear that the 20 Hz case
has a much lower negative efficiency than the 50 Hz case, with
an even reaching the minimum efficiency of -9.3% recorded.

Fig. 21: Turbine instantaneous efficiency measurement under 20 and 50 Hz
pulses

Fig. 22 shows that this quasi-steady data from the 20 Hz
case can be used to inform the mean-line model and thus create
a map of the turbine efficiency from the unsteady pulse. For
comparison, this figure also shows the steady-state measure-
ment and the corresponding GT-Power extrapolation. The pro-
posed pulse-calibrated mean-line model is able to predict the
turbine efficiency under unsteady flow conditions and also take
into account the negative efficiency behaviour. The difference
between mean line model prediction and experimental data is
small when the velocity ratio is smaller than 1.2, but is large
when the velocity ratio exceeds 1.2, where the measured effi-
ciency is quite steep at the end. That is possibly because some
additional windage loss arises during that period, where the cur-
rent loss model is not able to take into account. The mean-line
code terminates at the minimum efficiency of approximately -
4.8%. That is because the high passage losses at the high ve-
locity ratio regions lead to a very large tangential velocities, as
per EQ. 23, which in return increases the passage losses during
iterations, and cause the model to diverge.

Nevertheless, by using the measured instantaneous efficiency,

the mean-line model produced physical extrapolations to the
high load regions, which is important in engine full-load simu-
lations. The GT-Power based extrapolation results show a large
difference with the proposed pulse-calibrated mean line model.
This is on the one hand because of the limited range of data
collected from steady-state test. On the other hand, GT-Power
assumed the minimum turbine efficiency is 10% by default cre-
ating this fixed efficiency above a velocity ration of 0.8. In ad-
dition, Fig. 22 shows a zoom window into the peak efficiency
region to show differences in peak efficiency measured during
stead-state measurements and unsteady measurements. For this
example, the peak unsteady efficiency is approximately 10%
points lower than the stead-state data. The result of the dif-
ferences in these maps will be quantified later in relation to
difference in compressor power that would result from these
two data sets. There are two explanations for the differences
in peak efficiency. First, the result highlights that the true un-
steady efficiency of the turbine may be influenced by the fluid
dynamic unsteadiness resulting from the pulse. Secondly, and
perhaps more likely, this efficiency definition includes the dy-
namic frictional loss (see EQ. 3) and thus is likely to result in
differences between the friction that occurs during stead-state
mapping where the operating point is held for an extended set-
tling period. The authors therefore contend that the approach
of using unsteady data to inform the maps of turbine efficiency
should result in a much more accurate means to obtain the true
efficiency especially where it is used in 1D modelling tools.

Fig. 22: Extrapolations of turbine instantaneous efficiency

5. Summary of methodology

Fig. 23 gives a detailed summary of the proposed mapping
approach based on unsteady measurements. To demonstrate
this, a bespoke pulsating flow generator was developed at the
University of Bath, which was able to expose the turbine to a
range of pulses, but still make use of a controlled environment
of a gas-stand.

The compressor side data was simply used to measure com-
pressor power, and was then used to derive the mean turbine
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Fig. 23: Flow chart of new mapping approach

power which was added to the fluctuating power component
derived from acceleration. Measurements of turbine pressures
and temperatures were placed close to the rotor in order to re-
duce unsteadiness due to the mass accumulations within the vo-
lute. Based on turbine instantaneous unsteadiness assessment
and CFD simulation, it proved that it is feasible to use the data
of low pulse frequency gathered from the volute tongue region
to measure the turbine quasi-steady performance.

The dynamic data set was then evaluated based on the tem-
poral local criterion proposed by Cao et al [28]. During the
decreasing stage of pulses, this criterion indicated quasi-steady
behaviour and hence was selected as a basis the generated un-
steady swallowing capacity map and unsteady efficiency map.
In order to extrapolate this data effectively, a nozzle model based
on a modified version of [20] was used for the turbine swallow-
ing capacity characteristics. The maximum error of the pro-
posed nozzle model was generally within ±5% compared to the
unsteady measurement. A mean-line loss model was also de-
veloped to extrapolate turbine instantaneous efficiencies. The
mean-line model was improved versus literature sources mak-
ing it possible to account for negative efficiencies. The mean-
line model showed generally good agreement in efficiency pre-
diction, but was not always able to capture the efficiency trend
at extremely low load regions. This is possibly due to additional

windage losses that the current loss model do not take into ac-
count. Finally, a Simulink turbocharger model was developed
to implement the unsteady maps, which will be discussed in the
next section.

6. Case study and impact of the new method

In this section, the extrapolated turbine maps, as has been
discussed in section 4, have been utilized in a turbocharger
model. The negative efficiency effects on turbocharger perfor-
mance has been estimated in this section.

6.1. Transient Simulink turbocharger model

Fig. 24: Diagram of Simulink turbocharger model

Most 0-dimensional turbine models in the commercial 1D
gas dynamic code do not allow the user to enter negative effi-
ciency in the map. Therefore, to study the negative efficiency
effects on the turbocharger speed prediction, a transient tur-
bocharger model was developed under Simulink environment.
The purpose of this exercise is to quantitatively demonstrate the
improvement in predictive capability of unsteady mapping, es-
pecially where there are periods of negative efficiency.

Fig. 24 shows the diagram of the proposed Simulink tur-
bocharger model, consisting of a compressor model, a turbine
model and a shaft model. For the compressor side, inlet bound-
ary conditions include inlet stagnation pressure, inlet stagnation
temperature, mass flow and shaft speed, where the first three
components are taken from experiment. Compressor maps, gath-
ered from gas stand test, were used in the model to predict the
compressor power, working as look-up tables. To enable the
prediction of negative turbine power, the turbine model was
developed by integrating the nozzle model to the mean-line
model, as discussed in above sections. The instantaneous tur-
bine power can be predicted by imposing instantaneous pres-
sure and temperature measured from experiment at the inlet
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boundary of turbine. Moreover, both compressor and turbine
require shaft speed as an input variable for the power predic-
tion, whilst the turbine/compressor power is also a function of
shaft speed. Therefore, the shaft speed is solved iteratively after
setting an initial speed, as per EQ. 27, similar to the turbo shaft
model in most 1D commercial code.

Ẇsha f t = Ẇt − Ẇc = I · ωsha f t ·
dωsha f t

dt
(27)

6.2. Turbine instantaneous speed and power predictions

The above sections discussed the turbine mapping method
under pulsating flow condition, and introduced physical ways
to extrapolate turbine unsteady maps. A transient turbocharger
model has been developed to implement the unsteady maps. It
is of interest to investigate how the shaft response to pulsating
flows by using turbine map containing negative efficiency.

Fig. 25 shows the negative work percentage at different
pulse frequencies, labelled as case numbers. It is found that the
negative work percentage is higher in two cylinder cases. That
is because the turbine is working in a free-wheeling manner for
a longer period when one cylinder is deactivated. Considering
a three cylinder engine of deactivating one cylinder, free spin-
ning behaviour of a turbine will last for one third period of one
engine cycle. Secondly, the negative power percentage has a
negative correlation with pulse frequencies. That is because the
higher pulse frequency, the higher chance for the pulse genera-
tor to provide continuous energy to the turbine. Case No.1 and
case No.13 are the two typical cases in three and two cylinder
mode, which is selected here for the remaining section of the
paper since they have a similar shaft speed and loading condi-
tions.

Fig. 25: Pulse frequency versus negative work percentage under two and three
cylinder mode

Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 show the comparison of turbine in-
stantaneous speed between experiment and model prediction
under three and two cylinder mode respectively. The simula-
tion results that use negative efficiency have the best agreement
to experimental data in terms of the speed magnitude with an

error of mean speed prediction less than 0.8%. If the turbine
unsteady map does not involve negative efficiency, the cycle-
averaged turbine speed of case No.1 and case No.13 will be
increased by 3% and 1.35% respectively. It should be noted
that the unsteady map without negative efficiency utilized 10%
as its minimum efficiency in order to have a same basis as the
GT-Power extrapolation model. However, if directly using tur-
bine map from steady-state measurement and apply GT-Power
extrapolation method, it will result in a larger error in speed
prediction, at the maximum of 8.93% in terms of cycle aver-
aged value. That is because of the higher peak efficiency in GT-
power extrapolated map, as shown in Fig. 22, thus producing a
higher turbine actual power.

Fig. 26: Turbine instantaneous speed 3 cyl mode (case No.1)

Fig. 27: Turbine instantaneous speed 2 cyl mode (case No.13)

Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 compared the predicted turbine ac-
tual power with experiment measured results under three and
two cylinder mode respectively. The proposed transient tur-
bocharger model is able to predict negative turbine power as ex-
pected. However, compared with the experimental data, some
differences in terms of negative power prediction are still no-
ticeable. For instance, under three cylinder mode, the amount
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of predicted negative power is less than the experimental re-
sults. That is because the mean-line extrapolated efficiency ter-
minates at approximately -4.8%, whilst the minimum measured
efficiency is -9.3%, as shown in Fig. 22. For the two cylinder
mode, the predicted power is close to zero during the cylinder
deactivated period even though the map includes negative ef-
ficiency. That is because there available isentropic energy is
quite low during that period, whilst the efficiency kept at the
fixed minimum point. As a result, the predicted actual power is
thereby approaching to zero during the cylinder deactivated pe-
riod. Nevertheless, the cycle-averaged turbine power prediction
was improved by including the negative efficiency in the map,
which in return facilitates the compressor power prediction in
the model.

Fig. 28: Turbine instantaneous power 3 cyl mode (case No.1)

Fig. 29: Turbine instantaneous power 2 cyl mode (case No.13)

Fig. 30 shows the error of compressor power prediction
comparing the three cases, first, using the extrapolated steady
state data, secondly, an extrapolation of the unsteady data with-
out negative efficiency, and finally, the fully pulse-informed
map that includes negative efficiency. As is evident, since the
3-cylinder case is the lowest frequency, it shows the greatest
benefit from the approach to unsteady mapping. Comparing to
experimental results, the error in compressor power prediction

Fig. 30: Error analysis of average speed and compressor power prediction of
case No.1 and case No.13

is up to 23% whilst the error in turbocharger speed is up to
8.9%. It is also clear that the error simply attributed to negative
efficiency is non-trivial and should be considered, especially in
lower pulse frequency scenarios.

7. Conclusions

As is evident from the large body literature on the topic, the
current steady-state approach to mapping turbocharger turbines
is not fit for purpose when deployed in 1D modelling software
where there are large amplitude flow pulses present. There is a
combination of reasons why such maps tend to be inaccurate,
but certainly include limited data range, poor or non-physical
extrapolation, lack of negative efficiency, steady-frictional loss
and the reliance on the quasi-steady assumption. With this in
mind, this work has shown that it is possible to conceive of a
new approach to mapping turbocharger turbine behaviour us-
ing dynamic measurements made during a single pulse. This
approach has the following advantages:

1. It creates a very broad range of data that is only achiev-
able in steady-state using a turbine dynamometer. How-
ever, since this data is created during a pulse, a standard
compressor loading is all that is needed, greatly simpli-
fying the test arrangement and setup. It gives access to
information during the negative efficiency phase of the
pulse that is not possible to measure with steady-state
mapping. This has shown to be especially important dur-
ing low frequency pulses or during cylinder deactivation.
This negative efficiency period is created where the en-
ergy in the rotating inertia of the turbocharger is being
dissipated into the exhaust stream (wind-milling).

2. The uses of a compressor as a loading device means that
turbine power is partially calculated from the compressor
thereby including mechanical efficiency (friction) into the
turbine efficiency data, as per EQ. 3. This means that the
turbine map already contains reliable information on the
dynamic changes in mechanical friction during a pulse.

3. Any differences in turbine efficiency that may be due to
the unsteady fluid dynamics within the turbine will be
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captured since the map is generated from the most realis-
tic flow behaviour. It is well known that efficiency mul-
tipliers are often applied to turbine maps in an industrial
setting once it becomes clear from engine testing that the
prediction based on steady-state maps overestimates the
power delivered to the compressor.

4. Any differences in turbine efficiency that may be due to
the unsteady fluid dynamics within the turbine will be
captured since the map is generated from the most realis-
tic flow behaviour. It is well known that efficiency mul-
tipliers are often applied to turbine maps in an industrial
setting once it becomes clear from engine testing that the
prediction based on steady-state maps overestimates the
power delivered to the compressor.

According to the assessment of negative turbine power, it
found the percentage of negative power has a negative correla-
tion with pulse frequencies, and the magnitude is higher when
engine adopts cylinder deactivations. The maximum negative
work portion can reach to approximately 15% in three cylinder
mode under 19.7 Hz pulses, and up to 17.8% in two cylinder
model under 25.8 Hz pulses. However, the negative portion is
negligible when the pulse frequency over 50 Hz, correspond-
ing to 2000 rpm engine speed of a three cylinder engine. The
proposed turbocharger model showed the ability to predict neg-
ative turbine power. By using the negative efficiency in the tur-
bine map, the simulation results showed a clear improvement in
terms of turbine speed and compressor power prediction. For
the 20 Hz case, if the negative efficiency is not taken into ac-
count, the error of mean speed prediction will be increased by
approximately 3%. As a consequence, the error of compressor
power prediction is increased by approximately 7.9%. More-
over, if the steady-state data for simulations is used directly, it
may result in even larger errors. Thus, this clearly demonstrates
the superiority of the proposed unsteady mapping methodology.

Literature findings showed that the turbine can operate at a
negative power under low load conditions, but few of them anal-
ysed the influence of negative turbine power in turbocharger
simulations. This probably due to the difficulties of using un-
steady turbine maps in simulations as well as the inability of
entering negative efficiencies in the turbine block provided by
the commercial 1D codes. It is clear from this work that if the
negative power is not considered in low frequency pulses, it will
introduce sources of error in turbocharged engine simulations.

The main contribution of this work is the proposal to use
unsteady data to help inform turbine maps. This approach in
combination with a robust fitting strategy informed from phys-
ically based models of the turbine should address many of the
shortcomings in the current industry-wide method of steady-
state mapping on gas stand.

Nomenclature

Variables

A amplitude or area, non-dimension or m2

a speed of sound, m s−1

BSR blade speed ratio

B blockage factor

C absolute velocity, m s−1

cp specific heat capacity, J kg−1 K−1

ER expansion ratio

f pulse frequency, Hz

H enthalpy, kJ kg−1

I momentum of inertia, kg m2

L enthalpy losses, J

ṁ mass flow rate, kg s−1

MSt modified strouhal number

N rotational speed, rev min−1

r radius, m

St strouhal number

S swirl coefficient

T temperature, K

t time, s

TT total time, s

v flow velocity, m s−1

Ẇ power, W

W work or relative velocity, J or m s−1

Z numer of blades

Greek

α absolute flow angle, ◦

β relative flow angle, ◦

βb2 rotor inlet blade angle, ◦

ε clearance, m

η efficiency

Λ lambda number

Π normalized pulse amplitude

ϕ effective pulse fraction

γ ratio of heat capacity or cone angle, non-dimension or
◦

ρ density, kg m−3

Subscripts
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0 stagnation condition

1 volute inlet

2 rotor inlet

3 rotor outlet

4 turbine outlet

c compressor

clear clearance

crit critical value

d f disk friction

f fluid particle

h rotor hub

inc incidence

inst instantaneous

isen isentropic condition

m meriditional

mech mechanical

opt optimal

p passage

PL pressure loss coefficient

red reduced value

s stagnation condition or rotor shroud

t turbine

tc turbocharger

θ tangential component

Superscripts

mean value

∗ previous iteration

′ modified ratio of heat capacity
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